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Shawn Googins, Deputy RSO and Chief, 
Technical Services Section, RSB, NIH 

This article was prepared by Frank Roddy, Chapter Secretary, from notes 
taken from presentations by the above speakers at the Chapter meeting on 

September 17, 1995 at the Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences 

Background 

Bob Zoon began the presentation with 

a brief overview of the NIH, which has 18 

separate institutes and an annual budget of 

$12 Billion. The RSB has 22 professional 

Health Physicists and a staff of 35 FTEs. 

In addition to the Office of the Chief, the 

branch has a Radiation Safety Operations 

Section, a Technical Services Section, and 

a Radioactive Materials Control Section. 

The NIH has over 890 "authorized users." 

There are over 3,000 posted use areas 

where over 8,000 researchers use radioac-

tive materials in research. The NIH has 

more than 7 million square feet of lab area. 

The Radiation Safety Branch handles 

28,000 shipments of radioactive material coming into N1H and over 

65,000 items of radioactive waste going out of NIH each year. More than 

6,000 workers are trained at NIH each year. 

NIH Contamination continued on page 8 



Frank Roddy

Jay Maisler 

Executive Committee 
Meetings 9/10/96 and 

10/8/96 
Frank Roddy, Secretary 

Reports submitted by Committee Chairs are included in
this report of the Executive Committee 

Our new President, 
Cindy Boggs, has 
scheduled meetings of 
the Executive Commit-
tee for nearly every 
month this year. We 
meet at the NRC 
Whiteflint Building at 
6:30 p.m. to discuss 
committee reports and 
other business of the 
Chapter. Attendees in-
cluded: Cindy Boggs, 
Jack Patterson, Diane 
Case, Jay Maisler, Jack 
Foster, Charlie Willis, 
Dave Bisson, Howard 

Hering, Ray Johnson, Andy Miller, Tom Bell, and 
John Jacobus. 

Committee Reports 
Treasurer's Report, Diane Case 

Diane reported the following distribution of income 
and expenses for 1995 - 1996. 

Income: 
Courses 42% 
Membership 22% 
NEI Grant for Teacher's Workshop 20% 
Dinner meeting receipts 16% 

Expenses: 
Newsletter 27% 
ABHP Course 22% 
Dinner Meeting Subsidy 19% 
Administrative 14% 
Directory 8% 
Teacher's Workshop 5% 
Mailings 5%

The total income for the period June 1, 1995 through 
August 31, 1996 was $47.212 and the total expenses 
were $43,001, for a net income of $4,211. The ABHP 
exam preparation course and the Basic Radiation

Safety Course provided the major source of Chapter 
income. The largest expense was incurred from print-
ing and mailing costs for the Newsletter. The next 
largest cost was for printing and textbooks for the 
ABHP course, although this program netted a large 
profit for the Chapter. The costs for the Science 
Teacher's Workshop were small and remaining funds 
will be allocated to next year. 

The dinner meetings are not making the Chapter 
rich (believe it or not, the cost of $20 a person does not 
cover actual dinner meeting costs to the Chapter), but 
the social and professional benefits gained from our 
meetings far outweigh the excess costs subsidized by 
the Chapter. The postage and printing costs associ-
ated with mailings for dues, elections, and meeting 
notifications are small, and the BWCHPS administra-
tive costs are as expected. 

The September, 1996 HPS Newsletter contains the 
treasurer's report for the Health Physics Society. 

Affiliates Commit-
tee, Jay Maisler 

Jay reported that we 
currently have 14 Af-
filiate Members. 
These include: 

Atlantic Nuclear 
BICRON Division of 
Saint-Gobain 
Eberline Instrument 
Corporation 
GTS Duratek 
Landauer, Inc. 
Nuclear Research 
Corporation 

Program Management, Inc. 
Rad Elec, Inc. 
RSO, Inc. 
Scinta, Inc. 
Victoreen, Inc. 
Xetec, Inc. 

These Affiliate Memberships support the Chapter's 
diverse programs including the Science Teacher's 
Workshop, Certification Review Course, and our regu-
lar Chapter meetings. 

Plans are underway for the annual Affiliates Night, 
which will be held in conjunction with the visit by the 
HPS President-Elect, Dr. Otto Raabe, on April 1, 1997 
(no fooling). Special activities with our Affiliates are 
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Baltimore-Washington Chapter of the HPS, Inc. 
Meeting Announcement 

	

Date:	 Wednesday, November 13, 1996 

	

Location:	 NASA - Goddard Space Flight Center Recreation Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland (see directions on page 15) 

	

Speaker:	 Epaminondas Stassinopoulos, Ph.D. 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

	

Subject:	 The Space Radiation Environment and Its Effects 

The earth's space radiation environment is briefly described. The dynamic nature 
and magnitude of the trapped and transiting particle populations are reviewed, 
particularly solar cycle effects. Shielding concepts are discussed in terms of magne-
tospheric and material attenuation and interaction. Impact and effects on satellites, 
instruments, and electronic devices are presented. Spacecraft anomalies, human 
exposures, and avionics exposures are given. Some parallels of electronic to biologi-
cal systems are shown. 

	

Special Tour:	 We have arranged for a tour of the Goddard Space Flight Center. See their 
operations from construction, space environmental testing, and assembly of 
satellites in the world's largest clean room, to fit testing in a full size mock-up of 
the space shuttle. 

	

Time:	 5:00 - 6:00 p.m.	 Technical Tour of the Goddard Space Flight Center 
6:00 - 7:00 p.m.	 Social Hour 

Beer and Wine are included in the cost of the dinner!! 
7:00 - 8:00 p.m.	 Dinner - Cost is $15.00, $20.00 for non-members 

Barbequed Steak & Shrimp, Baked Potato, Green Beans, 
Salad, Dessert 

8:00 p.m.	 Speaker 

	

Reservations:	 Call the Chapter telephone (301) 949-4178 and leave your name and phone 
number (Please speak slowly and distinctly so that we can type the reservation list 
from the recording). Reservation cut-off is noon Tuesday, November 12th 
Cancellations must be received at least 24 hours prior to the dinner or you may be 
required to pay for the meal. 

Dr. Stassinopoulos is the Head ofthe Radiation Physics Office, Earth Science Directorate, NASA-Goddard 
Space Flight Center, and is a world renowned authority on radiation effects during space flights. He has 
published over 120 papers and articles on topics ranging from orbital flux studies and radiation effects in 
electronic devices to the design and development of irradiation test facilities. 
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Jack Foster 

also planned where the Affiliates will have time for 
presentations during the reception. The evening's pro-
gram promises to be a memorable one. 

Legislative and Regulatory Committee, 
Charlie Willis 

This Committee has the following members, Char-
lie Willis, Ralph Anderson, Ray Johnson, Lynee Fai-
robent, and Carol Berger. 

The Committee is acquiring information on the 
following legal or regulatory issues: 

1.Industry specific regulation of naturally occuring 
radioactive materials 

2. Legal ramifications of due diligence pertaining to 
radiation protection programs. 

3. NCRP Scientic Committee 46 Report "Opera-
tional Radiation Safety Program." 

4. Control of radioactive material and radiation-pro-
ducing machines in the District of Columbia. 

5. New Jersey Department of Environmental Pro-
tection's proposed release criteria and its associated 
technical basis document. 

As the Committee learns more about these issues 
and identifies follow-up action that is consistent with 
the mission of the Chapter, reports will be made to the 
Chapter membership through the Executive Commit-
tee anb/or submissions to the Newsletter. 

Charlie reported that he has submitted a letter to the 
President's Committee on Risk Assessment and Risk 
Management objecting to the lack of radiological ex-
pertise and the failure to involve the health physics 
community as a "stakeholder" in the topic while hear-
ing from the activist groups. 

Charlie has also continued to participate in the "Risk 
Harmonization" subcommittee of the "Interagency 
Steering Committee of Radiation Standards". 

Membership Committee, Stu Altman 
Stu reported that he would like to use RADSAFE 

and web-pages to reach new members. He has posted 
the BWCHPS meeting on RADSAFE and is waiting 
for a local BWCHPS web-page to post meeting infor-
mation as well. He is also waiting for the Chapter to 
create a web-page on the Internet for posting applica-
tion forms and to inform through RADSAFE where 
the application form is located. 

He is meeting with Howard Hering to resolve up-

dating the Chapter Membership Handbook and the 
dues cards for members He has updated the member-
ship application form to indicate "sponsoring mem-
ber" (perhaps for rewarding sponsors of new members. 
To encourage new members he has sent out a letter 
signed by the Chapter President to local people who 
are members of the national HPS, ANS, and IHS to 
become BWCHPS members also. This was mailed 
along with a copy of the year's first newsletter. Stu 
also suggested that the Board provide a free dinner at 
a BWCHPS meeting to any member who recruits 5 or 
more new members in a year. 

The BWCHPS submitted a 1996 membership report 
to national HPS headquarters which delineates the 
chapter dues, elected officials and their addresses and 
telephone numbers, incorporation status, chapter 
membership numbers, numbers of CHP's, NRRPT' s, 
and a list of last year's meetings (including executive 
committee and teacher's workshop as well as the din-
ner meetings and the attendance at each. 

Education and Training, Jack Foster 

Committee mem-
bers include: Jack Fos-
ter, Fred Ferate, Jay 
Maisler, Howard Her-
ing Johnson, 
Andy Miller, Peter 
O'Connell, and Judy 
Foulke. 

Registration forms 
for the Basic Radiation 
Safety Course and the 
ABHP Exam Prepara-
tion course were pub-
lished in the Chapter 
Newsletter for Sep-
tember. 

The Annual Health Physics Certification Review 
Course is primarily designed for the health physicist 
who plans to take the ABHP examination. However, 
others may attend the course as a general review of 
health physics. Arrangements have been made for the 
classes to be held at One White Flint North, Rockville, 
MD. Classes will begin in mid January and end by 
June. This year we have a special roster of instructors 
with extensive background and experience. For more 
information contact Jack Foster at 301-415-3647 or 
Howard Hering at 301-933-5352. 
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Andy Miller 

Tom Bell

Basic Radiation Course, Andy Miller 

We did not get 
enough people for the 
course on Oct. 21-22, 
1996. Therefore, the 
course is rescheduled 
at NIST for February 
10 - 11, 1997. 

We appreciate the 
work of all of the in-
structors who had their 
materials ready to go. 
If any Chapter mem-
bers know of any co-
workers (or bosses !) 
who could benefit from 
a basic course, please 

let them know to plan their schedule. Over the past 
few years, attendance at this course has been declining, 
but the comments of those attending have been ex-
tremely favorable. When the new course an-
nouncement comes out, please make copies and 
distribute them to people in your organization. 

History Committee, Andy Miller 
This Committee will have a planning meeting at the 

home of Tom Hobb's on Nov. 16, 1996. We will 
discuss the current status of the historical records of 
the Chapter and determine what actions are needed. 
Members of this Committee include: Wendell Car-
riker, Jim Spahn, and Tom Hobbs. If you are interested 
in the work of this Committee please call 202-767-
2232. 

Nomiating and Elections Committee, Tom 
Bell

This is the time to 
begin thinking about 
nominations for Chap-
ter officers and for na-
tional Health Physics 
Society positions. If 
you would like to vol-
unteer or have sugges-
tions for a nomination, 
please call me at 301-
903-5728, or fax at 
301-903-1413, or e-
mail to 
tom.bell@eh.doe.gov . 

As one of the largest

Chapters in the HPS, we should be thinking of who we 
would like to nominate for positions on national com-
mittees, or the Board of Directors, or for national 
awards. The national HPS has a deadline for nomina-
tions for awards of March 15, 1997. To meet this goal 
please submit your proposals to the Chapter Executive 
Committee by January 26, 1997. 

Newsletter Committee, Ray Johnson 
A Newsletter of 19 pages was sent to Chapter mem-

bers and all national HPS members in the DC area in 
September to encourage new membership for the 
Chapter. We hope people will find the value of the 
Newsletter sufficient basis alone for joining our Chap-
ter. We also routinely sent our Newsletter to all other 
Chapters as well as national HPS officers and Board 
members. 

We plan for six issues of the Newsletter during the 
year. The publication of each Newsletter is scheduled 
to announce the next Chapter meeting. Our goal is for 
each member to have the Newsletter in hand two weeks 
before the next scheduled meeting. This means that 
we have to receive articles or notices for the Newsletter 
at least four weeks before the upcoming meeting. It 
takes about two weeks to put a Newsletter together as 
an Editor, and then Howard Hering needs at least a 
week for printing and mailing. 

Public Information Committee, David Bisson 
Dave reported that he has a subcommittee working 

on a Chapter Home Page. This effort includes Jack 
Foster, Jerry Thomas, and Dave Bisson. 

Program, Social and Publicity Committee, 
Jack Patterson 

Jack reported that he has meetings and speakers 
lined up for every month in the coming Chapter year, 
except for Feb. 1997. If anyone has an idea for this 
meeting please let him know. 

Autumn in Sweden: 
A Study of 

Nuclear Emergencies 
Charlie Willis 

Sweden hosted the fourth International Workshop 
on real-time calculation of off-site consequences of 
nuclear accidents, October 7-11, 1996. We met at a 
resort hotel in Aronsborg, about 25 miles from Stock-
holm. The meeting place might have been chosen to 
reflect the differences between US and European atti-
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tudes toward nuclear emergencies. That is, at the hotel 
there was almost no place to shop; there was not even 
a coke machine! Of course this was no hardship be-
cause, if you really needed a toothbrush or a fifth, the 
shopping center was only a nice brisk 2-mile walk 
away.

threat is that the computer system be completed and 
the responsible governments will conclude that the 
expertise is no longer needed. 

Invitation by 
ANS DC Section 

The attitudes toward nuclear accidents are corre-
spondingly different on the two sides of the Atlantic. 
Here, we concentrate attention on the people in the 
immediate vicinity of the damaged facility. Europeans 
seem more concerned about safety measures for peo-
ple far from the site of the accident. People in each 
European nation can be confident that there will not be 
a severe nuclear accident in their own country but they 
can have no such confidence in their neighbors. 

Attitudes are shaped by experience and the Cher-
nobyl experience showed that being a thousand miles 
from the release point did not eliminate doses from the 
radioactive cloud. In the US, of course, we have not 
experienced a major release from a nuclear power plant 
and the relatively high doses from fallout in Troy, NY 
in 1953 from a weapons test over 2000 miles away is 
largely forgotten. (Some kids think 1953 was a long 
time ago.) 

Of course, the US maintains an interest in the long-
range problem as was evidenced by DOE sponsorship 
of, and the participation of 10 Americans in, the work-
shop. Only Sweden and Russia sent more people and 
our FRMAC and ARAC representatives made impor-
tant contributions. Still, our principal concern is about 
people close to the site. 

Concern about a release from a distant site poses 
some interesting problems and this meeting showed 
that real progress has been made toward their resolu-
tion. It is now practicable to say whether people in a 
city such a Amsterdam will get a measurable dose from 
a release from a plant a thousand miles away. We 
cannot yet determine whether the doses are likely to be 
higher in Amsterdam than in Rotterdam, however, so 
evacuation is impracticable. The solution to the politi-
cal problem is to provide potassium iodide tablets; the 
KI may not do much radiologically but it is something 
to do and so is valuable politically. The prime evi-
dence of progress is the Real-time On-line DecisiOn 
Support ( RODOS ) system, which was demonstrated at 
length. It is impressive. 

Impressive as RODOS is, it seems that the principal 
benefit is the focusing of attention on the problem and 
the development of real expertise in this area that could 
be called upon in case there is a need. The potential

Chip Martin 

The local DC Section of the American Nuclear 
Society would like to invite members of the Baltimore-
Washington Chapter of the HPS to their meetings. 

Please call Chip Martin at 202-208-6580 for infor-
mation on the following meetings. 

Dec., Daniel Dreyfus, Director, Office of Civilian 
Radioactive Waste Management to speak on the Yucca 
Mountain Project. 

Jan. 16, 1997, Greta Dicus, NRC Commissioner, to 
speak at a joint meeting with BWCHPS at the Uni-
formed Services University of Health Sciences. 

Feb., a meeting at the Japanese Embassy to hear a 
talk on the Japanese national vision for nuclear science 
and technology in the 21st century. 

Mar., vendors night in the Bethesda area. 

Apr., privatization of nuclear isotope production. 

May, possible topical meeting with one of the ANS 
national divisions. 

Jun., tentative, Nick Timbers, U.S. Enrichment 
Company, to speak on uranium enrichment privatiza-
tion efforts. 

Advisory Committee on 
the Medical Uses of 

Isotopes to Meet 
Nov. 14-15. 

The NRC will convene a meeting of this Advisory 
Committee on November 14-15, 1996 in Room T2B3 
at Two White Flint North, 11545 Rockville, Pike, 
Rockville at 9 am on 11/14 and 8 am on 11/15. 

This meeting is to discuss security and control of 
byproduct materials in medical and university settings 
and other issues. Other aspects of the meeting, includ-
ing the opportunity for public comment, are described 
in a Notice of Meeting published in the Oct. 21 edition 
of the Federal Register. 
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John Jacobus

Science Teachers' 
Workshop Committee 

John Jacobus 

The first meeting of 
the Science Teachers' 
Workshop was held 
Tuesday, October 22, 
at the NRC's north 
building on Rockville 
Pike. Those attending 
included: John Ja-
cobus, Charlie Willis, 
Tom Essig, Howard 
Hering, Ray Johnson, 
Suzanne Woods, Frank 
Roddy, and Floyd Gal-
pin. Several important 
items were discussed 
and debated. 

The workshop is 
scheduled for November 23 and December 7 at the 
North County Senior High School in Ferndale, Mary-
land, Anne Arundel County. These are the Saturdays 
before and after the Thanksgiving Day holiday week-
end. 

A review of handout material was made, and, based 
on both availability and usefulness, it was decided to 
reduce the number of items given to the science teach-
ers. Each teacher will be given for their school a 
surplus civil defense survey meter; a radioactive lan-
tern mantle as a source for doing experiments; a note-
book of the material presented at the workshop; and 
several items and books that we received from the 
Department of Energy and the American Nuclear So-
ciety. Since most of the latter items were received free 
of charge, we are indebted to both the DOE and the 
ANS. Hopefully, future costs will also be kept down 
by using these and similar sources. 

To offer science teachers credit for attending this 
workshop, we need to follow the course outline pre-
viously submitted for state approval. With the ap-
proaching workshop dates, we decided to utilize the 
material prepared by Ray Johnson and the other pre-
senters from the past workshop. At the meeting, how-
ever, we learned that Ray will be unable to give his 
presentations on the first day. Consequently, we are 
asking chapter members to present various sections. 
In a way, this fits into our plan, that I mentioned in the 
last newsletter, for recruiting new members to join our

committee and expand their involvement in the chap-
ter.

While Ray is allowing the use of his presentation 
material, we expect that the new presenters will want 
guidance on what points we should emphasize and how 
best to present the materials. After all, we are not only 
educating the science teachers, we are preparing them 
to give some of this information to their students. I 
know that this will be a unique challenge for me, and 
I image, for others as well. Thankfully, Ray and 
Suzanne Woods have offered to provide training for 
the presenters. As a former teacher, Suzanne has a lot 
of insightful knowledge on teaching methods. 

Again, if you have any interest in helping us or 
learning about our program, please call me at (301) 
496-5774, or send an E-mail to john_ja-
cobus@nih.gov . Besides presenters, FlPs are needed 
as proctors to help answer questions that teachers may 
have during break periods. Enthusiasm and a willing-
ness to help are needed, and we will provide a name 
tag and lunch. 

The next committee meeting will he Monday, No-
vember 4. 

Two of our technical consultants. Fortunately for us, 
unlike their inside the Beltway contemporaries,

Sharon and Sherryl work for-pea/tuts pizza. 
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Nancy Newman

NIH Contamination from page 1 

First Incident 

At approximately 6 p.m. on 6/29/95 an emergency 
call was received at RSB by the Deputy RSO. Two 
HP's responded and the RSO was notified at home. 
The responding HP's found that a 4 months pregnant 
female researcher had significant contamination, de-
tectable by survey instruments (Pancake Geiger-Muel-
ler). She was surveyed in clean scrubs to prove that 
there was no external contamination and that all of the 
contamination was internal. Her urine was also found 
contaminated under a GM probe. There was no obvi-
ous cause since there was no surface contamination in 
the laboratory. At 7:30 p.m. the RSO notified the NIH 
Director of the Division of Safety of an internal con-
tamination incident. Paramedics then took the re-
searcher to the hospital due to her complaints of 
"abdominal pain" and "nausea". RSB also contacted 
REAC/TS for assistance and arranged for contacts 
between REAC/TS, the on-call physician, and the 
emergency room physician. 

By coincidence, the NRC was on-site at NIH con-
ducting a routine inspection. Therefore NRC inspec-
tors were informed early the next morning that an 
incident was under investigation. The NRC responded 
to the notification with an Augmented Inspection 
Team chartered to "assist" NIH in the investigation. 

Nancy Newman 
then continued the 
presentation with a de-
scription of the field 
operations. 

Field Operations 

Initial investigations 
by the Radiation Safety 
Operations Section 
confirmed internal 
contamination with 
phosphorus - 32 of a 
pregnant researcher, 
whose pregnancy was 
undeclared. She was 
not working with any 

isotopes during the time of her pregnancy. Also, no 
one in her lab group used P-32. She and her husband 
(in the same lab) stated that someone may have -poi-
soned - her food. 

Initial monitoring of the area on 6/29 found no 
contamination in the lab, in the corridor, or in the office

refrigerator where she kept her lunch. Contamination 
was found on the carpet in front of the office refrigera-
tor. Additional investigations on 6/30 found contami-
nation in her car, in her home, and on her clothing. No 
contamination was found on utensils or food in the 
home. By surveying her used clothing, it was deter-
mined that the contamination most likely occurred on 
the clothing that she had worn on 6/28. At that time, 
the only additional person showing any contamination 
was her husband. Other personnel did not show con-
tamination when checked with a pancake GM detector. 
Also, no contamination was found in other labs or 
rooms in the vicinity. 

Criminal Investigation 

The contaminated researcher alleged that someone 
had put P-32 in her food. Since sabotage was alleged, 
the situation led to a criminal investigation involving 
the NIH police and the FBI (since it was federal 
property). The conference room with the contami-
nated carpet was cordoned off as a crime scene and the 
FBI confiscated evidence, including lab notebooks 
from the researchers. Therefore, radiation safety per-
sonnel were prevented from investigating the spread 
of contamination or determining what its origin might 
be. Neither the investigating police, the FBI nor the 
NRC would share information with the Radiation 
Safety Branch. Also, none of these organizations per-
formed any radioactivity tests on the evidence. A 
"gag" order was issued to all involved personnel. Ac-
cess to interview or test contaminated personnel was 
denied to radiation safety staff until after a number of 
half-lives of P-32 so that radioactive decay destroyed 
the usefulness of potential evidence. 

NRC Assistance 

The NRC Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) basi-
cally took charge of the investigation and demanded 
an immediate response to each of its recommenda-
tions. The NIH felt that these demands greatly dis-
tracted from the NIH efforts to conduct an orderly 
investigation. The NRC AIT seemed to be engaged in 
second-guessing the NIH response and finding a 
scapegoat. The AIT did not share information. The 
NIH radiation staff felt that the NRC should have let 
NIH handle the incident as a licensee and then evaluate 
the NIH response. 

Secondary Discovery 

After the contamination was found on the carpet in 
the conference room near the refrigerator additional 
bioassays were requested from other staff who used 
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the room for lunch. When two additional personnel 
were found to have internal contamination a progres-
sive expansion of the bioassay program was under-
taken, first for anyone using the conference room, 
followed by the entire floor of the laboratory building. 
This process took nearly two weeks to accomplish due 
to the number of personnel involved and the fact that 
the fourth of July holiday was in progress. By July 14, 
a total of eight persons were found with detectable 
P-32, therefore a search for another source of contami-
nation began. Contamination was found in a hallway 
water cooler within two hours of survey initiation. 

The contamination was found, not in the water 
bottle itself, but in the aluminum cooling reservoir 
under the bottle. The bioassay program was again 
expanded to include everyone within the building and 
an effort was made to identify visitors and others who 
may have used the cooler. Extensive surveys of the 
building were done to eliminate the possibility of other 
sources of contamination. Eventually, twenty-six ad-
ditional personnel were found to be contaminated. It 
could not be determined exactly when the cooler be-
came contaminated, but a questionnaire was developed 
to attempt to determine use patterns for the water 
cooler and relate P-32 activities found in individuals 
to possible time of contamination. 

NRC cited NIH for not finding the water cooler 
sooner, but NIH had considered everything outside the 
radiologically controlled area to be beyond suspicion 
of being contaminated. A significant follow up was 
done with the vendor of the bottled water. No contami-
nated filled or used bottles either on-site or at the 
vendor's facilities could be found. The wash water 
system at the vendor's facilities was also clean. Food 
storage areas and the other water coolers and drinking 
fountains across the NIH campus were surveyed and 
found to be clean. 

Followup to Secondary Incident 
All the staff in the building in which the incidents 

occurred were invited to an "all-hands" meeting to 
discuss the incidents. The entire building was sur-
veyed for contamination including over 600 rooms. 
Questionnaires were distributed and over 300 food 
storage areas were monitored across the NIH campus. 

Effects on the Victims 

Many of the victims of the P-32 contamination 
experienced psychological trauma. Due to the crimi-
nal investigation and the gag order, not much could be 
said to help alleviate people's fears. This also led to

perceptions of a coverup. As a result, there were 
rumors and suspicions abounding, and some radiation 
and chemical poisoning hysteria. Some felt this was 
an ethnic hate crime. 

Response to Concerns 

Contaminated individuals at NIH were interviewed 
one-on-one by an HP, who happened to be pregnant at 
the time, which may have helped to alleviate the fears 
of some individuals. There were also group meetings 
to attempt to calm personnel. Medical counseling was 
provided by nuclear medicine professionals. Admin-
istrative leave wras offered to upset personnel. 

Media Frenzy 

The press, as might be expected, jumped on the 
story and, in many cases, grossly distorted the facts. 
There were many misquotes from the "experts" or 
discussions were reported out of context. The inci-
dents provided opportunities for many anti-NTH peo-
ple to conduct personal vendettas. 

Legal Issues 

Radiation safety staff contact with the pregnant 
woman and her husband could only be done indirectly 
through their attorneys. There were privacy issues to 
be overcome in order to obtain bioassays and to use 
person's names. There were many demands from the 
attorneys from both sides. There were Congressional 
inquiries and Freedom Of Information Act (FOIA) 
requests. Not only were the demands on the time of 
the HP's taxing and interfering with all of the other 
work to be done for radiation safety at NIH, but also 
the legal entanglements prevented, or made extremely 
difficult, obtaining the evidence to prove or disprove 
postulated scenarios. 

Consequences 

There was, of course, intense NRC scrutiny. NIH 
lost some of its credibility. The radiation safety pro-
gram suffered due to the overloading of its resources 
to handle this incident investigation while trying to 
maintain the radiation protection program for the rest 
of the complex. The incident considerably disrupted 
the research mission of NIH. 

Cost 
The overall cost is unknown but is extremely large 

when the person-hours, supplies, equipment, public 
relations damage, and the potential litigation are taken 
into account. 
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Shawn Googins

Unsolved Mysteries 

The culprit, the motive, the source of the radioac-
tivity, and the method remain unknown. It is not even 
certain that the source material came from NIH labs or 
that the pregnant woman even ingested the P-32 at the 
NIH. No loss of P-32 could be determined from inven-
tory and disposal records. However, records of radio-
active material usage could have been falsified to show 
that P-32 had been used in some experiment rather than 
for these incidents. 

It is interesting to note the choice of P-32 by the 
perpetrator. This nuclide is very easy to measure, it is 
readily available, and it is not very hazardous. It 
appears that the culprit made a deliberate, knowledge-
able choice, and was very careful not to cause other 
contamination. Also, it is notable that other much 
more hazardous materials were not chosen. It is also 
clear that someone with a criminal intent cannot be 
prevented from causing such incidents. 

Shawn Googins 
continued the discus-
sions by describing the 
dosimetry and analy-
ses. 

Bioassay 
Urine was analyzed 

by liquid scintillation, 
with NIST traceable 
standards, using a 
Beckman 6000 TA 
with spectral analysis 
capability. Intercom-
parison studies be-
tween NIH and ORNL 
showed complete 

agreement. Nuclear Medicine Department bremstra-
hlung scans produced overestimates. The only isotope 
found was P-32. 

Initial Evaluation 

The pregnant woman's initial urine sample avail-
able for analyses was only 14 ml out of 235 ml of the 
initial urine collection. By analyzing the clothing pre-
viously worn, the date of ingestion was placed at the 
day before the incident was reported and, from this 
data, an estimate of 300 uCi ingested was developed 
using the ICRP model. 

Subsequent Evaluations 

Urine and blood samples for the pregnant woman

were tested. However, the blood samples were not of 
any particular value. Various other methods of esti-
mating the intake arrived at slightly different ingestion 
values: NUREG/CR-4884, 300-500 uCi; INDOSE 
validation model, 570 uCi; INDOSE modified model, 
840 uCi performed by Dr. Ken Skrable. LLNL, hired 
by NRC, estimated a range from 58 to 1300 uCi. A 
calculation using CINDY determined the intake to be 
approximately 900 uCi. The NRC used the lowest ALI 
for P-32 of 510 uCi in order to get the highest dose 
estimate. The NRC also chose to report the highest 
estimates from their consultants which inflated the 
seriousness of the incident. 

The mother's dose estimates ranged from 4.2-12 
rem. The mother appeared to be forcing fluids in an 
attempt to eliminate P-32; she excreted 4 to 7 liters a 
day. However, while the flushing technique works for 
tritium, it does not work for phosphorus. To ensure 
that we were obtaining 24 hour samples, creatinine 
measurements were performed on urine samples. The 
chemical form of the P-32 could not be determined, 
but even an organic compound would be broken down 
into inorganic phosphorus through ingestion. 

Fetal Dose 

The fetal dose was estimated at 3.2-8 rem. The child 
was normal at birth on 12/1/95. 

Impact on Samples Analyzed in 1995 

During 1995 about 1,100 urine samples and 36,000 
other samples were analyzed. A typical year normally 
includes about 150 - 200 urine samples and about 
11,000 other samples. 

Personnel Contaminated 

The number of people contaminated at NIH in-
cluded one pregnant researcher and 26 other staff 
members. The maximum intake for these 26 was 24 
uCi or about 202 mrem. The minimum intake was 
about I uCi or 9 mrem. The average intake was 8 uCi. 

NRC Assistance 

The NIH staff felt that there were many conflicts 
resulting from NRC "assistance." For example, the 
NRC demanded samples of every urine sample, even 
though NIH had demonstrated excellent analytical 
agreement through analysis of split samples. The 
NRC issued a press release with many technical errors. 
The NRC did not share information on dosimetry from 
their consultants. The NRC appeared to concentrate on 
fault finding with the NIH response in an attempt to 
identify violations, rather than working as a team with 
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NIH to resolve the issues. 

The NRC directed NIH to obtain blood samples, 
even though these had limited or no value. NRC staff 
appeared to require repeated explanation of basic op-
erating parameters for LSC and explanation of LSC 
data. NIH laboratory data were reviewed by NRC staff 
who appeared to be unfamiliar with laboratory ra-
dioanalyses. The NRC at one point directed NIH to 
conduct urine assays of all 17,000 personnel on the 
NIH campus, even though all surveys had indicated no 
additional contamination beyond what was found on 
the fifth floor of Building 37. 

The NRC directed the NIH food security plans, 
although the Audit Team admitted it did not have 
jurisdiction for food security. The NRC Regional 
Administrator threatened to shut down NIH because of 
fears of "imminent danger." 

Unresolved Issues 

Some of the questions remaining from the NIH 
incidents include whether NRC regulations are appli-
cable to malicious acts, whether the P-32 actually came 
from NIH, who has medical jurisdiction (the pregnant 
researcher declined medical care from NIH), and lastly 
what is the real ALI for P-32. 

The Cost to NIH 
The cost for lab analyses alone was over $110,000. 

Many thousands of person-hours were devoted to in-
cident response. The aftermath has resulted in an 
intense crackdown on security of radioactive materials 
at the NIH. The cost of lowered productivity of 
biomedical research cannot even be estimated. De-
spite the costs of incidents themselves and the cost of 
even more stringent measures of the ongoing radiation 
safety program, such acts of maliciousness cannot be 
prevented. 

Communication Insight 
No. 21 

Ray Johnson, CHP,
Communication Sciences Institute 

The Effective Instructor 
A CHP recently told me that he likes the technical 

challenges of health physics, but he hates teaching. He 
never feels well enough prepared, and often worries 
about what the students need, or want to hear. He 
especially hates it when the students appear bored, 
uninterested, uncomfortable, and pained. I can iden-

tify with his feelings of inadequacy because I have 
been teaching radiation fundamentals in the Author-
ized User course at NIH for many years. Students with 
multiple doctorates are not usually very excited about 
sitting through a session on radiation basics. So, how 
do I keep their interest? 

Entertainment is the Key 

Entertainment is one of two factors that will help 
students keep up their energy and their interest. Stu-
dents will listen and pay attention when they are enter-
tained. TV commercials take advantage of this insight. 
The most memorable ads are the ones which also 
entertain the best. Part of entertainment is humor as 
noted in Insight No. 20. I'm not suggesting that we 
all try to be stand up comics. However, I do encourage 
that the instructor maintain a sense of humor and 
infuse that humor into the instruction at least every 5 
to 10 minutes. 

Entertainment also involves more than humor. It 
includes dramatization, surprise, and challenges to cu-
riosity, perceptions, and understanding. Effective in-
struction gets the students actively involved in the 
lesson. This requires not only appeals to their intel-
lect, but also appeals to their senses. My studies with 
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator show that most peo-
ple rely on their senses for acquiring new data. Some 
people learn by seeing, some by hearing, and others by 
doing (touching). This insight leads to the second 
factor for effective instruction. 

Show-and-Tell 

For many people reality is what they can see with 
their own eyes, hear for themselves, or handle with 
their own hands. Words, even words on a slide, are 
abstract symbols which appeal mainly to intuitiv es. 
But, demonstration is better. For example, rather than 
talk about properties of radiation, demonstrate the 
properties with appropriate sources, absorbers, and 
meters. Ideally, each student would do the demonstra-
tion themselves. If you cannot use demonstration, 
then try to relate the lesson to observations or experi-
ences which the students likely already have. Effec-
tive instruction also requires initiative and energy from 
the instructor. 

Newsletter Submissions 
Chapter newsletters, articles and job an-

nouncements should be sent directly to the editor. His 
address is on the front page. Thank you. 
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Communication Insight 
No. 22 

Ray Johnson, CHP,
Communication Sciences Institute 

Resistance - The American Way 
How do people respond when you give them advice 

about required radiation safety practices? Do they 
readily comply or do they seem to resist? You should 
not be surprised if you meet with resistance, because 
resistance is the American way. 

Americans traditionally do not like to be told what 
to do. We do not like to be "sold or told" anything. We 
especially do not like to feel coerced, threatened, or 
frightened into taking any action. We naturally resist 
advice or recommendations that sound like a demand, 
even when its in our best interest. Words such as 
"should, must, have to, and ought to," all lead to 
resistance. Such words do not sit well with Americans. 
How did the U.S. respond to threats of coercion from 
Iraq?. No one is going to push us around. 

How do Americans respond to warnings to stop 
smoking, stop drinking, lose weight, exercise, reduce 
cholesterol, drive 55, buckle 
up, and wear a safety helmet? 
Before you answer, think of 
how many of these warnings 
you follow routinely. 

Inside each of us is a rebel-
lious child. We may look like 
adults on the outside, we may 
even exhibit social manners. 
But, on the inside of each of 
us is a rebellious child that 
never got past the terrible 
two's. When the average 
American is given a warning, 
such as "you need to lose 
weight," their internal re-
sponse is: 

"I don't have to and you 
can't make me!!!" 

We not only resist de-
mands, we often do exactly 
the opposite. As Americans 
we are determined to "do our 
own thing." I ithe speed limit 
is 55, we will drive 65. When

car makers installed seat belt warning chimes, we 
figured out how to disconnect them so we could avoid 
wearing the seat belt. The surest way to get people to 
touch something is to put up a sign saying, "Do Not 
Touch." 

Do we resist admonitions for our safety because we 
do not care for our safety? Of course not! But, we 
want to decide safety issues for ourselves, in our own 
good time, in our own good way, and when we feel like 
it.

As an instructor, I also note, that people have a 
natural resistance to learning new communications 
skills. We often resist those demands that seem to 
require more energy. Consequently, we have a certain 
amount of inertia towards advice for us to "think new 
thoughts, learn new skills, or communicate in ways 
that are different than our normal way." 

For example, I once led a training session on hearing 
and reflecting feelings. After the session, one student 
announced that this was all very interesting but he 
would never use the techniques for reflective listening. 
And yet he paid to come to a workshop to learn new 
communications skills.

Communica-
tion Insight 

No.23 
Ray Johnson, CHP,

Communication Science
Institute 

Walking A Mile In 
Another's Shoes 
Have you ever noticed 

how some older people seem 
to communicate comfortably 
with everyone? How do they 
establish a rapport so readily 
regardless of the other per-
son's station, wealth, intel-
lect, or appearnace? Part of 
the answer is that as you get 
older, you have more oppor-
tunities to put yourself in the 
shoes of others to appreciate 
their views, needs, hopes, and 
dreams. Perhaps for those of 
us who are younger, the limit 
on our ability to communicate 



effectively is the result of avoiding walking in an-
other's shoes. 

Conversely, if we want to improve our communica-
tions then perhaps we should puposely put ourselves 
in more situations where communication is awkward. 
Perhaps we should seek out the shoes of someone with 
whom we feel we would have the greatest difficulty 
relating. By walking in their shoes we could learn how 
to see the world from their perspective and thus how 
to best communicate in their world. For me, one of 
those worlds outside of my experience is the world of 
the handicapped. 

I recently had the opportunity, however, to experi-
ence the handicapped world, although not by choice. 
On August 3, I dusted off my old mountain bike for a 
ride on a new bicycle path near my home. At one point 
the bike crosses an unfinished intersection and the 
handicap ramp had a dropoff of four inches to the 
roadway. Going down was O.K., but on return, my 
front wheel struck the edge of the ramp and stopped. I 
did a cartwheel over the handle bars and body slammed 
onto the concrete. The result was a clean hip break, 
repaired with a large plate and screws. After a week in 
the hospital, I was sent home with instructions to stay 
off the leg for 6 to 8 weeks. I have since returned to 
walking with a walker and recently graduated to 
crutches. 

What has this experience taught me? First of all it 
has taught me to value normal functions, like walking, 
sitting, eating, sleeping, standing, bathing, dressing, 
etc. It is very humbling to require assistance for all of 
these functions. I am also learning how meaningful it 
is to hear a kind word of concern from colleagues and 
friends. As I have looked at how I have attempted to 
serve others over the years, such as writing this 
monthly column, I realize that this type of service is 
mostly impersonal. I now wonder how many commu-
nication opportunities I have missed over the years to 
share a word or prayer of hope with the handicapped 
or someone in need, on a personal level. 

Communication Insight 
No. 24 

Ray Johnson, CUP,
Communication Sciences Institute 

Images Control Our Reactions 
I usually begin a class on radiation safety by holding 

up a large sign with the radiation symbol. I then ask

the students to share what images or ideas come to 
mind when they see this symbol. Those who currently 
work at a radiation facility are usually reminded of the 
"Caution Radioactive Material" signs posted on rooms 
where radioactive materials are stored or used. Others 
are reminded of earlier days when the radiation symbol 
was related to fallout shelters. For those without pre-
vious radiation training, the common image is a mush-
room cloud, which automatically means cancer and 
death. 

The purpose for inviting the class to identify such 
images is to help the students become aware that they 
already have ideas about radiation before the class 
begins. Since students often have difficulty getting in 
touch with these ideas, especially if they are very 
familiar with uses of radiation, I then propose another 
scenario. 

I ask them to imagine that they are driving on a 
major interstate highway and they are coming up be-
hind a truck on which there is the radiation symbol. I 
then suggest that the truck seems to be doing some-
thing strange and ask what would they do? Most 
classes immediately say they would either speed up 
and go by quickly, or they would slow down, stop, or 
take the nearest exit. My next question is, "Why would 
you do that?" 

The responses include images of the truck turning 
over, containers of radioactive material falling on the 
road and radioactive materials spilling out. I then ask, 
"What is so bad about that?" I usually ask this question 
several times to gently lead students to what represents 
the bottom line for them. The sequence usually in-
cludes getting contaminated, cancer, horrible disfig-
urement, and ultimately death. I then point out that 
each person' s decision to take evasive action was 
based entirely on a series of images of their own 
making. I do not say that anything actually happens to 
the truck. Furthermore the images that lead to such 
decisions require only a second or less. 

Anyone who reacts adversely to a radiation message 
is not reacting to the message, but to the images created 
for them by the word "radiation." Our messages about 
radiation safety will be filtered through those images 
and people may or may not hear what we are trying to 
say. My goal in teaching is to help people identify their 
images and to affirm that those images are OK. 
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Teachers' Workshop Sponsors 
Thomas B. Shope, Jr.

95-96 
Janna Shupe

95-96 
Brian Smith

95-96 
Gregory D. Smith

95-96 
Carl Siebentritt

95-96 
James Spahn

95-96 
James E. Stafford

95-96 
Randy Sullivan

95-96 
Jerry Swift

95-96 
.1. W. Thiessen

95-96 
Barthel F. Truffa Ill 

95-96 
Warren Keene 
94-95, 95-96 

Robert Watters
95-96 

Charlie Willis
94-95 

Corporate 
CSI

Radiation Safety Training
(Ray Johnson)
94-95, 95-96

Federal Emergency
Management Agency

(Carl Siebentritt) 
94-95

H&H Associates
(Howard Hering)

94-95, 95-96, 96-97
Integrated Environmental 

Management, Inc. 
(Brian Kelly)

94-95
Nuclear Energy Institute

(Barbara Fleming)
94-95, 95-96 

Individual 
Sarbeswar Acharya

95-96
Susan S. Adamovitz

95-96
Neil M. Barss

95-96
Gilbert W. Beebe

95-96
Jack M. Bell 

95-96 
Carol D. Berger

94-95 
J. Stewart Bland

95-96 
John D. Buchanan

96-97 
Dan Burnlield

95-96 
Jerrold Caplin

95-96 
A. Wendell Carriker 

95-96 
David R. Case

95-96 
Stephen Chase

95-96 
Robert Cherry

95-96 
John B. Davis

95-96 
Joyce P. Davis

95-96 
Kathleen A. Dolce

95-96

Judith D. Foulke
95-96 

Mike Funkhouse
95-96 

Reginald L. Gotchy
94-95 

William Hopkins 
95-96 

Don W. Jordan
95-96 

Richard G. Katz
95-96 

Charles Kelsey
95-96 

Emma L. Kephart
95-96 

Robert Loevinger
95-96 

Jay J. Maisler
95-96 

Jacquelyn McKnight-Rhone 
95-96 

Robert Meck 
95-96 

Vandy L. Miller
95-96

Bill Mills
95-96 

Oliver B. Morton
95-96 

Thomas Murphy 
95-96 

Marcee L. Myers
95-96 

Robert Neel
95-96 

Donald 0. Nellis
95-96 

Nancy Osgood
95-96 

W. Scott Pennington 
95-96 

Donald J. Perrotti 
95-96 

Harold Peterson
95-96 

Joel L. Rabovsky
95-96 

Gordon Riel
95-96 

Bill Schadt
95-96 

Frank Schneller
95-96 

Dr. Bernard Shleien
94-95, 95-96

As you can see, we are putting 
on another Science Teacher's 
Workshop. Our commitment to 
this project remains firm even 
though we have to proceed with-
out financial assistance from 
HPS/DOE. If you would like to 
make a 96-97 donation now, it 
would be appreciated and you can 
probably (seek professional ad-
vice) deduct it on this year's re-
turn. 
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Directions to the 
NASA-Goddard 

Recreation Center 
From the Beltway, inner loop 

Take Exit 22, BW Parkway towards Baltimore. 

Stay in the exit lane to Greenbelt, stay in the 2 left lanes approaching the traffic light. 

Turn LEFT at the light on Greenbelt Road (MD-193) 

From the Beltway, outer loop 

Take Exit 22, BW Parkway towards Baltimore. 

Stay to the RIGHT in the exit lanes to Greenbelt Road. 

On Greenbelt Road 

Go around 2.0 miles (6 stop lights). Go past the NASA Main Gate and past the NASA Visitor's Center. 

Turn LEFT at Good Luck Road. Go 0.3 miles. 

Turn LEFT into the Recreation Center road. 

Turn LEFT into the parking area. 

Returning to the Beltway 
Go past your original Parkway Exit, be in the right hand lane. Go over the parkway. 

Turn RIGHT on Southway Road toward Greenbelt/BW Parkway to Washington. 

Stay in the right hand lane and proceed on to the Parkway. 

The first exit is the Beltway, outer loop. The second is the Beltway, inner loop. 

New Members 
We welcome the following new members: 

Ms. Rita C. Bowser *
Studsvik, Inc.
703-450-8850 

Mr. David R. Brown
National Institute of Standards & Technology

301-975-5810 

Ms. Diane K. Larsen
U.S. Department of Energy 

301-903-7316 

Mr. James J. Nelson
Life Technologies, Inc.

301-670-7788

Dr. William P. Roach
U.S. Air Force
202-767-8074 

Mrs. Virginia L. Sheldon
National Institutes of Health 

301-496-5774 

and back for another tour 

Terry Inge
703-437-6167 
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